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Complete the client details. The name field will do an automatic search as you start typing the name, and any
matches for existing clients, you have previously entered that are found, will be displayed in a drop-down list
under the name field. Note that as well as client name, their date of birth and smoker status is also shown,
helping you to ensure that you are looking at the right client. Either select an existing client or finishing typing the
client’s forename and surname in full and tab or click to the next field.

If typing new client details, the occupation will need to be selected from the Webline list. Once again, start typing
the client’s occupation and a dropdown list will be displayed with matches. If you cannot find a suitable match,
select unknown occupation and the quote will be based on a non-hazardous occupation.

Gross Annual Earnings is an optional field; but is required if you wish to quote for Income Protection. Please
enter a number greater than 0. The Gender and Smoker status can be selected by simply clicking on the
relevant button and then the chosen option will be highlighted.

The Email address is an optional field. 

Select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to whether you would like to enter your client’s height and weight information. Completing
this will return partially underwritten quotes. The waist measurement is optional.

Complete “Life one” details and then record the partner as “Life two” as required. Once completed, click the
next button to proceed to the next screen.

The Product Selection screen will now display. Select either “Standalone Products” or “Multi-Benefit
Products” to view the product options:



Complete “Life one” details and then record the partner as “Life two” as required. Once completed, click the
next button to proceed to the next screen.

The Product Selection screen will now display. Select either “Standalone Products” or “Multi-Benefit
Products” to view the product options:



NB: When logging into Webline Protection via Synaptic, client details already added to Synaptic will be pulled
through to Webline. Client details can be searched within Synaptic and once located, you can proceed to
Webline Protection and client details are pulled through without having to rekey.

Select the product(s) to be quoted on. When a product type is selected, a counter will be displayed allowing you
to enter the number of quotes required for each product type. For example, you may wish to do two single life
quotes for the client and partner and a joint quote. Therefore, you would need to use the counter to change the
number to three separate requests.



If you require a quote for each of the products listed, simply tick All Products. This will create one quote for
each product type. If more are needed, simply hover over the product and the counter will be displayed which
will allow you to increase the number (maximum=nine). You may need to use this number in the following
situation:

Mr A and Mrs A require life cover and critical illness cover. As an adviser you want to check the following
scenarios:

1. Life cover for Mr A (no CIC)

2. Life cover for Mrs A (no CIC)

3. Life cover joint (no CIC)

4. Life cover and CIC for Mr A – comprehensive and TPD own occ

5. Life cover and CIC for Mrs A – comprehensive and TPD own occ

6. Life cover and CIC joint – comprehensive and TPD own occ

7. Life cover and CIC for Mr A – TPD any occ and TPD suited occ

8. Life cover and CIC for Mrs A – TPD any occ and TPD suited occ

9. Life cover and CIC joint – TPD any occ and TOD suited occ

Therefore, the counter for life cover will need to show nine.

Select the next button to move to the quote details input screens.


